Mass-selective axial ejection from a linear ion trap with a direct current extraction field.
We have developed a new mass-selective axial ejection method from a linear ion trap (LIT). In this method, a set consisting of a trap wire lens and an extraction wire lens positioned orthogonally to each other was placed between quadrupole rods. The trap wire lens confines the ions inside the trap, and the extraction wire axially extracts ions from the trap. Ions introduced into the LIT are trapped between the inlet lens and the trap wire lens. In addition to the wire lenses, a set of excitation lenses, which are aligned orthogonally to the trap wire lens, are inserted between rods. The ions are resonantly excited in the direction perpendicular to the trap wire lens by applying a supplemental alternating current (AC) to the excitation lenses. Excited ions with a large motion pass over the trap wire lens, while unexcited ions remain trapped inside. Ions that have passed over the trap wire lens are then extracted by the extraction wire lens. The characteristics of the mass-selective ejection with a direct current (DC) extraction field were investigated by both simulation and experiment. A mass resolving power of m/Deltam = 1300 was achieved at a scan rate of 500 Th/s. The dependence of the ejection efficiency on trap wire lens bias was measured, and an ejection efficiency of 20% at a scan rate of 500 Th/s was achieved by optimizing the DC bias on the trap wire lens.